
Innovation Architecture Design Laboratory
Technology And Emotion

The Power of Innovation

Innovation is the driving force behind progress and growth in today's rapidly
changing world. It shapes our future and transforms the way we live, work, and
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interact. One of the sectors that heavily relies on innovation is architecture and
design. As technology evolves, so does the way architects and designers
approach their projects. They utilize state-of-the-art tools and techniques to
create astonishing structures that not only impress visually but also evoke
emotions.

Enter the Innovation Architecture Design Laboratory

The Innovation Architecture Design Laboratory, also known as the IADLab, is at
the forefront of architectural innovation. It is a collaborative space where
architects, designers, engineers, and artists come together to push the
boundaries of creativity. The lab is equipped with cutting-edge technology,
including virtual reality (VR) simulators, 3D printers, and computer-aided design
(CAD) software. This enables professionals to explore new ideas, experiment
with different materials, and visualize their designs in realistic environments.
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Revolutionizing Architectural Design with Virtual Reality

Virtual reality has revolutionized the way architects design and present their
ideas. With VR simulators, architects can immerse themselves and their clients in
a virtual representation of the proposed building. This enables them to navigate
through the space, experience the atmosphere, and interact with the design
elements. The emotional impact of this technology cannot be underestimated, as
it allows stakeholders to truly understand and connect with the architectural
vision.

The Role of Emotion in Architecture

Architecture has the power to evoke emotions and create meaningful
experiences. It goes beyond the practicality of shelter and fulfills our human
desire for beauty and inspiration. Architects strive to create spaces that stimulate
a wide range of emotions, from awe to tranquility. The IADLab recognizes the
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importance of emotional design and encourages architects to incorporate
elements that tap into our senses. By combining technology and artistic
expression, they shape innovative designs that leave a lasting impact on users.

Embracing Emotional Design

In the Innovation Architecture Design Laboratory, emotional design is given a
central role. Architects and designers are encouraged to understand the
psychological impact of their creations and incorporate elements that trigger
positive emotions. This can range from the use of natural lighting to the choice of
materials that engage our sense of touch. By designing with emotion in mind,
architects create spaces that resonate deeply with their users, fostering a sense
of connection and well-being.

The Future of Architecture

The IADLab embodies the future of architecture. It showcases how technology,
innovation, and emotion can merge seamlessly to create unforgettable
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experiences. As the industry continues to evolve, architects and designers will
have even more tools at their disposal to push the boundaries of creativity and
enhance the human experience. The IADLab serves as a testament to the
endless possibilities of architectural innovation and its immense potential to
shape a better world.

In

The Innovation Architecture Design Laboratory is a hub for architectural
innovation, where technology and emotion converge. It enables professionals to
explore new horizons, experiment with cutting-edge tools, and create designs that
evoke powerful emotions. By embracing emotional design and leveraging
technology such as virtual reality, architects are revolutionizing the way we
perceive and interact with the built environment. The IADLab represents the
future of architecture, where imagination knows no bounds and creativity is given
free rein.
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This book exposes and collects the innovations developed through 15 years of
work at ON-A, through lengthy conversations between its founders and directors
(Eduardo Gutiérrez and Jordi Fernández) and the editor. This is not a usual
monograph, but rather an exploration of ideas from an innovation point of view,
according to four basic criteria: Design, Laboratory, Technology and Emotion.

With the aim of understanding the different degrees of innovation on how they
operate in ON-A, the book is organized into these four blocks. The first one is
routed on Design as a starting point to attend the control of the geometry
(inspired on mineral, arboreal, and organic shapes) and encoding the information
(using parametric design, BIM, and coding techniques). That methodology allows
us to visualize and interact with the continuum of data and workflows of all stages
of development, attending to the entire life cycle of the project. Since ON-A
considers themselves as a Laboratory rather than as a professional architecture
office, the second conversation explores our ways of making innovative
architecture throughout bioclimatic and sustainable experiments and tests done in
their works and projects. In that chapter they talk about how to incorporate the
'green' feature through bioarchitecture —a layer of technological green that
appeals to sustainability from materiality, management and maintenance— in
order to re-naturalize cities and reconnect people with the natural environment in
favor of an ecosystem balance. Technology is the third chapter, a key tool to
enhance design and creativity, carrying out complete material, structural and
installation modeling that gives us control of any layout whether we use curved
glass, precast GRC, wood or another innovative material technique to build their
projects. Last but not least, the fourth conversation is about how ON-A’s projects
work as a catalyst for creating positive Emotions: physical-visual, well-being, and
comfort that contribute occupants’ health and flexible usability of the designed
spaces.



As a result of these four conversations, the book shows how to innovate in
architecture from different layers with only one concern: helping to reduce the
environmental impact of human intervention, improving citizens' quality of life and
seeking the emotional interactions between the inhabitants and their
environment.
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